EnHS Career Information

(this data is self reported by graduates between January 1, 2022 - December 31, 2022)

**MS Graduates**
- **Sectors**: Private (67%); Academia (33%)
- **Average Salary by Sector**: Private ($83,000); Academia ($40,000)
- **Top Employers**: 3M, University of Minnesota
- **Position Titles**: Industrial Hygienist; Study Coordinator
- **Advanced Degree Institutions**: University of Minnesota

**MPH Graduates**
- **Sectors**: Government (33%); Academia (20%); Healthcare (20%); Private (13%); Non-Profit (13%)
- **Average Salary by Sector**: Government ($52,000); Academia ($20,000); Healthcare ($69,000); Private ($127,000); Non-Profit ($56,000)
- **Top Employers**: University of Minnesota; State of Minnesota; CIDRAP; Hmong American Farmers Association; MN Department of Labor and Industry; MGK; Mayo Clinic Health System; Sota Clothing; MN Department of Health; Tennessee Department of Health; Valley Regional Medical Center; ZEISS
- **Position Titles**: Public Health Program Administrator; Registered Nurse; Sr. Paraprofessional; Epidemiologist; Farmer Advocate; Grants Program Coordinator; Industrial Hygienist; Occupational Health Nurse; Regulatory Analyst/Toxicologist; Sr. Medical Safety Specialist; Sales Associate; Graduate Research Assistant;
- **Advanced Degree Institutions**: University of Minnesota

**PHD Graduates**
- **Sectors**: Government (100%) 
- **Average Salary by Sector**: Government ($65,000)
- **Top Employers**: CDC
- **Position Titles**: Epidemiological intelligence Service Officer

Students may utilize the [Occupational Outlook Handbook](#) (drawing from the closest position title) to learn more about position titles.